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1 Summary overview (for approvers)
Would you like to have insights about the records you have selected before approving them
all at once? The summary overview will display you all relevant statistics about your current
selection. This way you can review en verify your selection upfront to make sure you can
approve them with absolute certainty!
For example, the screenshot below shows we are approving records where the maximum
amount is $ 1,375.60 and the total $ 61,932.97. Since this is within our expected acceptable
range, we can - without any doubt - approve all 97 expenses at once.
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2 Add more fields of the target object to your list view
Do you need to display more than 5 fields of the target object in your list view? Although
you probably want to watch out not overcrowding your list views, we have now increased
the number of fields you can configure to 8. This gives you the ability to show even more
details about the items you process, so that you can approve them with full confidence!

3 Configure you Approval Component more easily (for admins)
Earlier, we have added the ability to configure which list view to show on the Approval
Request Component. In this release we have made the component configuration via the
App Builder easier for the administrator by making it possible to select an active list view via
a dropdown menu. So, no more hassle looking up the developer name of list views in Setup!
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4 Other improvements
4.1 Display of “Submitted By”
We had discovered that in some rare cases an incorrect name of the submitter was
displayed in the list view. We have improved the list view to always display the correct
submitter.

4.2 “Days Pending” renamed to “Elapsed Time in Days”
After we have added the ability for submitters to track their approved and rejected items,
the existing field “Days Pending” made no sense as these items are not pending anymore.
Therefore, we have renamed the field to “Elapsed Time in Days”. In case of pending items, it
shows the number of days between the submitted date and present. Otherwise, it shows
the number of days between the submitted date and the date of approval or rejection.
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4.3 Improved popover user experience
Earlier we have added popover functionality to the list views, so that users can get
additional information about referenced records by hovering over them. In this release we
have updated the field labels on the popover to match with the actual labels on the
compact layout. Also, we have repositioned the popover, so it will also display correctly
when a table cell value is truncated. The improvements lead to a better user experience.
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